Simultaneous detection of ATP and GTP by covalently linked fluorescent ribonucleopeptide sensors.
A noncovalent RNA complex embedding an aptamer function and a fluorophore-labeled peptide affords a fluorescent ribonucleopeptide (RNP) framework for constructing fluorescent sensors. By taking an advantage of the noncovalent properties of the RNP complex, the ligand-binding and fluorescence characteristics of the fluorescent RNP can be independently tuned by taking advantage of the nature of the RNA and peptide subunits, respectively. Fluorescent sensors tailored for given measurement conditions, such as a detection wavelength and a detection concentration range for a ligand of interest can be easily identified by screening of fluorescent RNP libraries. The noncovalent configuration of a RNP becomes a disadvantage when the sensor is to be utilized at very low concentrations or when multiple sensors are applied to the same solution. Here, we report a strategy to convert a fluorescent RNP sensor in the noncovalent configuration into a covalently linked stable fluorescent RNP sensor. This covalently linked fluorescent RNP sensor enabled ligand detection at a low sensor concentration, even in cell extracts. Furthermore, application of both ATP and GTP sensors enabled simultaneous detection of ATP and GTP by monitoring each wavelength corresponding to the respective sensor. Importantly, when a fluorescein-modified ATP sensor and a pyrene-modified GTP sensor were co-incubated in the same solution, the ATP sensor responded at 535 nm only to changes in the concentration of ATP, whereas the GTP sensor detected GTP at 390 nm without any effect on the ATP sensor. Finally, simultaneous monitoring by these sensors enabled real-time measurement of adenosine deaminase enzyme reactions.